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Abstract

Models can be extraordinarily versatile objects, enabling designers to express thoughts creatively. Arc
models as a means of exploring and presenting the conception and development of ideas in three dim
Throughout history, different types of models have been used extensively to explain deficiencies in kn
models may be an integral part of a designerâ ™s working practice â “ and yet they are so common in
development of ideas that we rarely think to give them a great deal of attention, and they are frequent
question. Often perceived as stand-ins for the real thing, architectural models are so much more than
windows to the creative process and testaments to the unbuilt. Architectural history and practice are p
history of models as diverse in form and function as the buildings and ideas they seek to represent. Th
and expanded edition of the bestselling book features new and important case studies from around th
technical expertise and insights from professional modelmakers.
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